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0. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the solutions of 
(0.1) xeF(t9 x)9 
which are locally absolutely continuous and fulfil (0.1) almost everywhere. Let Xn 
be the set of nonempty convex compact subsets of Rn9 G a R x R
n and assume that 
(0.2) F : G -> Xn , 
(0.3) for almost all t the map F(t9 •) is upper semicontinuous 
(of course, F(t9
 m)(x) -= F(t9 x) if the right-hand side is defined). In order to guarantee 
the existence of solutions, some conditions are to be added. For example, analogously 
to the ordinary differential equations it may be assumed that 
(0.4) for every x the map F(#, x) is measurable, 
(0.5) F is bounded (in some sense) 
or (0.4) may be replaced by a more general selection property (cf. [1]). 
The map F may fulfil (0.2), (0.3) and (0.4) and at the same time behave rather 
unreasonably as a function of the pair of variables (t9 x); an example is given in Sec­
tion 4. Nevertheless, if F fulfils (0.3), then (0.1) may be replaced without loss of gener­
ality by 
(0.6) xefi(t9x) 
where P is in a certain sense regular as a function of the pair (t9 x). 
Let X\ = XH u {0}, let Z be a metric space, H : Z -• Xn. H is called upper 
semicontinuous, if for every open set U cz Rn the set {zeZ\ H(z) c U} is open. 
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(This is equivalent to the usual definition if H : Z -* Jf „.) If S a Z, let the map H\s: 
S -> Jf ° be defined by H\s(z) = H(z). Denote by m(B) the Lebesgue measure of 
a set B c j£. The above statement is made precise in the following 
0.1. Theorem. Let F fulfil (0.2), (0.3). Then there exists such an P : G-+ Jf°n that 
(0.7) to every e > 0 there exists such a measurable set AE a R that m(R — A^ < 
< B and that P\Gn(AexR») *
5 upper semicontinuous, 
(0.8) P(t,x)czF(t,x) for (t,x)eG, 
(0.9) every solution of(O.l) is simultaneously a solution of (0.6) . 
It follows from (0.8) that every solution of (0.6) is simultaneously a solution of (0.1), 
so that the sets of solutions of both the equations are identical. Moreover, if the 
existence theorem holds for (0.1), then m(B) = 0 by Theorem 3.1, B being the set 
of such t e R that (t, x) e G, P(t, x) = 0 for some x. Without loss of generality we 
may change F on G n (B X Rn) and obtain that P(t, x) 4= 0 for (t, x) e G ((0.7)-(0.9) 
being in force simultaneously). 
Theorem 0.1 is an immediate consequence of the following more general theorem, 
which is not concerned with differential relations but with a selection problem. 
Let X be a separable metric space. 
0.2. Theorem. Assume that 
(0.10) ' G c Rx X, F : G -> Xn 
and that (0.3) holds. Then there exists a function P : G -> Jf ° satisfying (0.8), 
(0.11) to every e > 0 there is a measurable set Ae c R such that m(R — Ae) < e 
and the function P\Gn(Aexxy is upper semicontinuous, 
(0.12) iflcR is measurable, u :I -> X measurable, (t, u(t)) e G for tel,v :I -» Rn 
measurable, v(t) e F(t, u(t))for almost all t e I, then v(t) e P(t, u(t))for almost 
all tel. 
Theorem 0.2 is proved in Section 1 (see Theorem 1.5). As u in Theorem 0.2 is required 
to be measurable (and not continuous) and X is a general separable metric space, 
Theorem 0.1 may be extended to differential relations the right-hand sides of which 
depend on the values of the solution x or its derivative x with deviated arguments or 
on the "portion" xt of x, xt: [—1,1] -> R
n being defined by xt(t) = x(t 4- t). These 
extensions of Theorem 0.1 are not described in more detail, the application of Theo-
rem 0.2 being straightforward. 
The conditions (0.7), (0.11) are analogous to that of Scorza-Dragoni which had 
been introduced for differential equations [2], The same condition was used in [3] 
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where the result by Scorza-Dragoni was extended to differential relations. The 
necessity of admitting P(t, x) = 0 is clear from the following example. 
Let Mf c p., i = 1, 2 be non-measurable sets, m*(Mt) = 1 (the asterisk denotes 
the outer measure), Mt n M2 = 0, Mt u M2 = (0, 1) and put F(t, x) = {f(t)} where 
/(f) = 1 for t e Ml5 /(f) = 0 for t e M2. The condition (0.7) implies that P(-, x) is 
measurable. However, with regard to (0.8) this is only possible if P(t, x) = 0 for 
(t, x)eG n(A x R) where G = (0, 1) x {0, 1}, m(R - A) = 0. 
0.3. In Section 2, assuming that the metric space X is complete separable and that 
the set G is of type Fa, we prove that the function P from 0.2 is unique in the following 
sense: If Pt: G -» Jf°, i = 1, 2 fulfil the conditions (0.8), (0.11), (0.12) with P( 
instead of P, then there is a set A c R such that m(R — A) = 0 and f t(f, x) = 
= ^(f, x) for (t, x)eGn(A x X). (See Note 2.7.) 
In Section 3 we prove a theorem which gives sufficient conditions that P(t, x) = 0 
occurs only for t from a set of measure zero. 
The results of Sections 1 — 3 may be extended to the case when X is a topological 
space with some additional properties; e.g. in Section 1 it is sufficient to assume that X 
is a topological space with a countable open basis. 
0.4. In Section 4 the existence of such functions F, Q : [0, 1] x R -+ {{0}, [0, 1]} 
is proved that Q(t, x) = F{t, x + t) and that 
(0.13) for every t e [0, 1] the set {x | F(t, x) = [0, 1]} contains at most one point, 
(0.14) for every xeR the set {t | F(t, x) = [0, 1]} contains at most one point, 
(0.15) for every xe [0,1], the function Q(',x) is not measurable on any interval 
[a, JS], 0 < a < p = 1 . 
By (0.13) and (0.14) F fulfils (0.3) and (0.4) but Q does not fulfil (0.4) by (0.15). For 
this result the authors are indebted to I. VRKOC. 
1.1. Definition. Let X be a metric space, R the real line, G c R x X. The metric 
in X is denoted by Q, the metric § in R x X is given by @((tl9 xt), (t2, x2)) = 
= max {\tt — t2\, Q(XU X2)}. Let P(G) be the set of such te R that (t, x)e G for 
some xeX. G(t, •) denotes the set of such xeX that (t9x)eG. The set of all 
/ : G -• JR such that f(t, •) is upper semicontinuous for almost all t is denoted by 
*^* 2 (G -* .R); the set of a l l / : G -> JR which satisfy the condition 
(1.1) to every e > 0 there is a measurable set Ae a R with m(R — Ae) < e such 
that f\en(As xx) -
s upper semicontinuous 
is denoted by &®*(G -* JR). 
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1.2. Theorem. Let X be separable, let fe%S^<€1(G -+ R) have a finite range. 
Then there exists fe ^9*(G -» R) so that 
(i) f(t9 x) = f(t9 x) for (t9 x)eGn(A x X) where A c R9 m(R - A) = 0; 
(ii) if I c R is measurable, u :I ~> X measurable, (t9 u(t)) e G for tel9 v :I -» R 
measurable and v(t) = f(t9 u(t)) almost everywhere (a.e.) in I, then v(t) :g 
= f(t, u(t)) a.e. in I. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the set P(G) is bounded. 
Let B be a subset of P(G) such that m(B) = 0 and that/(r, •) is upper semicontinuous 
for t e I — B. Let <xi9 a2,..., ak be the values of the function / , oti < a2 < ... < ak. 
Let us choose numbers pi9 i = 1, 2,..., fc so that 
«i < Pi < a 2 . - . < Pk-i < « * < & . 
It follows from the upper semicontinuity of f(t9 •) that the sets 
Ui(t) = {x\f(t9x)<pi}9 i = l,2,...,fc 
are relatively open in G(t9 •) for t e P(G) — B. Let {Vj}9 j = 1, 2, . . . be a countable 
open basis of X and 
D.. = {t | V. n G(r, •) c [/,.(*)} , ; = 1,2,... i = l ,2 , . . . ,k . 
If Dji is measurable, we denote Z)̂  = JE ;̂ if not, let Ejt be a measurable set, Djt c 
c £,.., m*(D;i) = m(Eji) (the asterisk denotes the outer measure). Obviously 
0 = m*(Dji) < oo, as P(G) is bounded. 
Let us put 
9 = Jaf for (t9x)eEji x Vy , 
* - { « [oo otherwise 
and define 
f(t9 x) = inf ^(f, x) for (t9 x)eG. 
ij 
We shall prove (i). Let us assume that (f, x) e G n(C x X)9 C = P(G) - B and 
/(*, x) = af. Then x e 1/t(t)9 Ut(t) is relatively open in G(t9 •) and there exists a positive 
integer j such that x e Vj, Vy n G(f, *) cz CJi(t), i.e. re DSi a Ejt. Hence (t9x)e 
e Eji x Vj and S,i(f, x) = af, 
/(*, x) = inf 9ji(t9 x) = <xt = /(*, x) 
and (i) holds. 
Now let us prove (ii). To this aim assume that u : I -> X9 v : I -• R are measurable, 
(r, u(r)) e G for r e I, v(r) = /(*, u(f)) a.e. in I. 
Let us denote 
Lj~{t\u(t)eVj}9 j = 1,2,. . . . 
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Then Lj are measurable sets. Let the indices i, j be fixed. Choose an arbitrary t e 
6 Dji n Lj. Then u(t) eVjC\ G(t, •) e Ufa), hence f(t, u(t)) < jj, and v(t) S «r 
Consequently, Djt n Lj cz Ht, where 
if i = {< | <0 z% a j . 
Since £ji was chosen to satisfy m(£ji) = m*(Dii), we have evidently 
(1.2) m(EjinLJ)^m*(DjinLJ). 
Moreover, we have DJt n Lj a Ht and thus m\Eji n L, - Ht) = m(£/i n Lj) — 
— m(£^i n Lj n H,) = m*(Dji n L,) — m(£ji n Lj n Hi) = m*(Dji n L, n ffj) — 
— m(Eji n Lj n H() 5* 0 since Dji c £,... This means that v(t) S a* a.e. in Ej{ n L,-. 
On the other hand, if t e I — Ly, then w(f) £ V/ by definition, therefore ^(f, u(*)) = 
= oo. Hence the inequality v(t) z% Qjfa, u(t)) holds in J - Nj(, m(Nji) = 0. Putting 
JV = U Nji we have m(N) = 0 and v(t) <£ f(t, u(t)) for I - N, which proves (ii). 
It remains to show that fe £fQ}*(G -• JR). Let i, j be fixed. Let us define 
»>*>-{£ for t e £;,•, oo otherwise. 
Given s > 0, find Aif c £, m(R - Aif) < 2~(i+i)e so that 5yi is upper semicon-
tinuous on A{K (Such sets exist in virtue of Lusin's theorem.) Put Ae = U A{
1; then 
u 
obviously m(R — ^£) < e. We have 
**>-{» » . . .(' .*)-r
w ^ X€V)' 
JK J loo otherwise. 
Since the sets Vj are open, it is easily seen that Sv are upper semicontinuous on 
Gn(Aex X). 
By definition, f(t,x) — mfBJi(t,x) for (f, x)eG. Consequently, /|GnC4exx) is 
upper semicontinuous which completes the proof of the theorem. 
1.3. Theorem. Let X be separable, let fe<%&'<£2(G-+R). Then there exists 
fsifB*\G -+ JR) such that (i), (ii) from Theorem 1.2 holds. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that/(G) c [0,1]. Let us define 
functions +kl: G -> [0,1] for k == 1, 2,.. . , / = 1, 2,..., 2* - 1 by 
M'..*) * 
1 * /(<>*) è ÿ 
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and put fk(t, x) = min î fc,(f, x). Then evidently f(t, x) = inf fk(t, x). 
I = - l , . . . , 2 * - l it 
Since the functions \l/ki(t, •) are upper semicontinuous, the same holds for fk(t, •) 
(for almost all t). Moreover, the range of fk is finite. Hence we can find fk e 
e y@*(G -> R) by Theorem 1.2 satisfying (i), (ii) mthfk,fk instead of/,/. Put 
(1.3) f(t, x) = inf/k(f, x) . 
k 
Then evidently / e Sf®*(G -> R). 
It remains to prove (i), (ii). The first point is evident since f(t, x) £ fk(t, x) ^ 
= fk(*> x) f° r & = 1, 2, . . . and hence /(*, x) ^ inf/^f, x) = f(t, x). To prove (ii), 
suppose that u : I -• X is measurable, t; : 7 -> .R is measurable and tf(f) ̂  f(t, u(t)) 
a.e. in /. Then also v(t) ̂  /*(f, u(t)) and hence by Theorem 1.2 (ii) v(t) = /k(f, u(t)). 
The assertion now follows immediately from (1.3). 
1.4. Definition. Let X be a metric space, Rn the n-dimensional Euclidean space, 
R = R1, G a R x X. Then Jf rt denotes the family of all non-empty compact 
convex subsets of Rn, tf\ = Jf n u {0}. If S is a family of subsets of R
n, then the set 
of all F : G -> S such that F(f, •) is upper semicontinuous for alnibst all t is denoted 
by <%Sf<#2(G -> S); the set of all F : G -* S which satisfy the.condition 
(1.4) to every e > 0 there is a measurable set Ae c R such that m(R — >48) < e 
and the function F\Gn(AaXX) is upper semicontinuous 
is denoted by ^^*(G -> S). 
The main result is formulated in the following 
1.5. Theorem. Let X be separable, F e %Sf<€2(G -> Jf n). Then there exists 
P e Sf9*(G -* Xl) such that 
(i) P(t, x) cz F(t, x) for (t, x)eG, 
(ii) if I c= R is measurable, u : I -> X measurable, (t, u(t)) e G for tel, v : I -> Rn 
measurable, v(t) e F(t, u(t)) a.e. in I, then v(t) e P(t, u(t)) a.e. in I. 
Proof. Let {uj}, j = 1, 2, . . . be a countable dense set in Rn and denote 
o)j(t, x) = sup {(>>, uj) | y e F(t, x)} . 
Then coj e (^IS/>(€1(G -> JR) in virtue of the assumption on F. Therefore, by Theorem 
1.3 we find to every coj a function dbj e S?@*(G -> R) such that (i), (ii) from Theorem 
1.3 holds with (Oj, <$>j instead of/,/ Define 
(1.5) P(t, x) = 0 {y e Rn | (y, uj) = <bj(t, x)} . 
j"i 
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By a standard separation theorem 
00 
F(t, x) = (1 {y e Rn | (y, uj) = c0/f, x)} , 
1=1 
so that (i) holds. 
If u, v are functions from Theorem 1.5 (ii), then (v(t), Uj) ̂  o)j(t, u(t)) a.e. in I, 
j = 1, 2 , . . . . By Theorem 1.3 we conclude that then 
(v(t), uj) = <&j(t, u(t)) a.e. in / , j = 1, 2, . . . 
and hence by (1.5) 
v(t) e P(t, u(t)) a.e. in I. 
Theorem 1.5 is proved completely. 
Before we pass to the problem of uniqueness of the function P from Theorem 1.5, 
let us introduce several lemmas. In the sequel, if M c R x X then P(M), PX(M) 
denote the projections of M onto R and X, respectively. 
2.1. Lemma. Let Y be a separable metric space, q> :Y -* R an upper semiconti-
nuous function. Then there exists a sequence of continuous functions \j/j : Y-> JR 
such that 
it,j + l(y)^il,j(y), j = 1,2,..., 
lim \l/j(y) = q>(y) 
J-00 
for yeY. 
For the proof, see [4], p. 88, Theorem 14.7.5. 
2.2. Lemma. Let X be a complete separable metric space, Q a R x X a compact 
set. Then 
(i) both P(Q) and PX(Q) are compact; 
(ii) there is a measurable function w : P(Q) -> X such that (t, w(t)) e Qfor t e P(Q). 
Proof, (i) holds, as P and Px are continuous maps and Q is compact. 
Since PX(Q) is compact by (i), it can be covered by a finite number of closed balls 
JB̂ 1)» i = 1, 2,.. . , ki9 With centers sn and radius equal to one. Denote D^ = 
= .B{1} n PX(Q); then D^ are compact and cover PX(Q)- Let us define a function 
wt : P(Q) -• X as follows: 
Put wt(t) = s u for teP(Qn(R x D[
X))) = P n ; if P n , . . . , P | - l f l have been 
defined (l ^ 2), then put 
*,(*) = % for teP(Qn((R~\jpql)x D^)) . 
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Thus we obtain a measurable function wx : P(Q) -> X. Evidently, it may be assumed 
that B?* n PX(Q) =f= 0; consequently, (t, wt(t)) e Q(Q, 1) for t e P(Q) where Q(M, B) 
denotes the e-neighborhood of the set M. 
Given a finite covering of PX(Q) by compact sets D\
J), i = 1, 2,..., kj with 
diam D(p = 2~
a" 1 ) , we find a finite number of balls E\J+1), i = 1, 2,.. . , kj+l, with 
centers siJ+l and radius 2~
J with the following properties: B (/+1), i = 1,..., qt 
cover D[J), E\J+1), i = a, + 1, ..., g2 cover_D
(/>, ..., E\J+1), i = ^ ^ + 1, ..., qkj 
cover D^. Further, we define D(/+1) = B[j+l) n D\J) for i = ql.i + 1,..., q,. 
Evidently D\J + 1\ i = 1, ..., kJ + 1 cover P^Q). We define a function wj+1 : P(Q) -> X 
as follows: 
Putw ;+1(0 = siJ+iforteP(Qn(R x I>i
i+1))) = P1J+1;if P1J+1,..., Pf-1J+1 
have been defined (i ^ 2), then put 
wj+l(t) = s u + , for teP(Qn ((R - U P,J+0 x Dp
 + ^)) . 
Similarly as for wi9 we conclude that wj+i : P(Q)-+X is measurable and 
(t, wj + 1(t)) e Q(Q, 2~
J) for t e P(Q). 
The functions wi9 w2,... form a Cauchy sequence. Indeed, it is easily seen that the 
values Wj(t), wJ+l(t) are centers of balls (in X) with radii 2"
0 + 1 ) , 2"j respectively. 
These balls have a non-empty intersection, hence Q(wj(t), wj+l(t)) <i 2~"
J+l and 
QM\ W*(0) = 2~P+2 for p<q. 
As X is complete, there exists a measurable function w : P(Q) -* K, w(f) = lim Wj(t) 
for t e P(Q). Moreover (t, w(t)) e Q for t e P(Q) in virtue of (t, wj+i(t)) e Q(Q, 2~
J). 
Lemma 2.2 is proved. 
2.3. Lemma. Let X be a complete separable metric space, 0 4= Qj a R x X, 
00 
Qj closed sets, j = 1, 2, ... . Let g i + 1 c g^, g = f) Qs. Let the set Qj have a finite 
2-J'-net,j = 1,2,.... j=i 
Then the set Q is non-empty, compact and 
(21) P(Q) = }\P{Qi). 
1=1 
Proof. Evidently Q is closed and has a finite e-net for every e > 0. Since X is 
complete, this implies that Q is compact. Since Qj =# 0, we can choose a sequence 
zu z2,... such that z,- e Q,, Zj = (f,, x;), I = 1, 2 , . . . . 
Since Qt has a finite 2~
1*net, there is a point £i of this net and a subsequence of 
{z/}, say {zij} such that 
(5(~ i ; ,Ci)<2-
1 , 7 = 1,2,. . . . 
Given a sequence {zkJ}, j = 1» 2,... and k positive integer, we find £k+1 belonging 
to the finite 2"(*+1)-net of Qk+1 and a subsequence {zi+liJ-}, j* = 1, 2, . . . such that 
£(-*+i,;, £ * + 0 < 2 - <
t + 1 > , ; = 1,2 
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Thus we can define by induction sequences {zkj}, j = 1, 2,... for every positive 
integer k so that 
§(zkp, zkq) < 2~* , k, p, q positive integers . 
Taking the diagonal sequence {ZJJ}, j = 1, 2 , . . . we conclude by a standard argu-
ment that it is a Cauchy sequence and hence in virtue of completeness of X there 
exists zeX, z = lim zjS. Since zpp e Qs for p = j , j + 1,... and Qj are closed, we 
have z e Qj9 j = 1, 2, . . . and consequently Q 4= 0. 
It remains to prove (2.1). The inclusion 
P(Q)czC\P(Qj) 
i = i 
oo 
is evident. Let tef) P(QS). Then there exist Xj, j = 1,2,... such that (f, *,) e Qj. 
1=i 
Similarly as above we construct subsequences of {xj}, find that the diagonal sequence 
has a limit x and that (t, x) e Qp j = 1, 2 , . . . . Then obviously (t, x) e Q and hence 
' eP(6) . 
Lemma 2.3 is proved. 
2.4. Theorem. Let X be a complete separable metric space, G cz R x X a set 
of class Fff9 Ft e Sf3*(G -+ Jfn°), i = 1, 2, Q = {(*, x) e G | Ft(t9 x) - F2(f, x) * 0}. 
Then the set D = P(Q) is measurable and there exist measurable functions 
v : D -* Rn, w : D -> X such that 
(t, w(t)) e G and v(i) e Fx(t, w(t)) - F2(t, w(t)) a.e. in D . 
The theorem is an easy consequence of the following 
2.5. Proposition. Let us keep the notation of Theorem 2.4. Let 0 < m*(D) < oo, 
0 < C < m*(£>). Then there exists a compact set Q cz G with m(P(Q)) ̂  C> 
(2.2) Ft(t, x) - F2(t, x) * 0 for (t,x)eQ. 
Further, there exist measurable functions 6 : P(Q) -> Rn, tf> : P(Q) -* X such that 
(2.3) K O e F ^ , ^ ) ) - ^ ^ ) ) for teP(Q). 
Proof. Let C + 2t\ < m*(D), C > 0, r\ > 0. Let G = U #i, Hf c H i + 1 for 
*=i 
i = 1, 2,.. . , the sets Hf being closed. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
00 
the set P(Q) is bounded. Obviously D = P(Q) = U P(Q n Ht), P(Q n H,) c 
i = l 
cz P(fl n H i+1) for i = 1,2,... so that m*(D) = lim m*(P(.G n Hf)) and there 
exists such an integer r that l"*0D 
m*(P(Q n Hr)) > C + M . 
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There exists a closed set An <zz R such that m(R — At,) < t\ and the functions 
Fi\Gn(A„xx)> *' = 1> 2 are upper semicontinuous. Let the set {tij, i = 1, 2, . . . be 
dense in -Rn and put 
(p^t, x) = sup {(ui9 y)\ye F2(t9 x)} for (f, x) e G n (An x X) . 
Then the function <j9f is evidently upper semicontinuous, i = 1, 2, . . . and according 
to Lemma 2.1 there exist continuous functions if/^ : G n (.4,. x X) -* R so that 
^J+1(f, *) ;= ^j('> x) , lim ^ ( t , x) = (pt(t9 x) . 
j-+oo 
For k = 1, 2, . . . put 
(2.4) 0* = {(t9 x)eHrn (An x X) | Ft(t9 x) n 
n [ U { z e R » | ( W i , z ) ^ ^ ( r , x ) } ] * 0 } . 
These sets are closed, since Ft is upper semicontinuous, ^ v are continuous and the 
sets Hr9 An are closed. Moreover, Qk+l zo Qk9 k -= 1, 2 , . . . . Let us prove 
(2.5) i ] n / f r n ( i , x X ) = U f l k . 
* - - i 
Let (t9 x) e Q n Hr n (An x X). Then there exists h e Ft(t9 x) - F2(t9 x). Since 
F2(t9 x) is closed convex, there is u e R
n such that 
(M, h) > sup {(u9 y)\ye F2(t9 x)} . 
Since F2(t9 x) is compact, there is an index J such that 
(ti,, h) > <px(t9 x) . 
Consequently, if k is such that k ^ J and (ul9 h) > î*(t> x) we have (r, x) € Qk 
and hence 
flnHfn(4,xX)cUOk. 
The converse inclusion being obvious, we conclude that (2.5) holds. 
Obviously P(Q nHrn (An x X)) = P(Q n Hr) n An and since m(R — An) < r\9 
m*(P(Q n Hr)) > C + 2rj9 we have m*(P(Q n Hr) n An) > C + r\. In virtue of (2.5) 
we have 
P(Q nHr)nAn~\J P(Qk), 
k=- l 
P(Qk+1) => P(Qk) and hence there is a positive integer p such that m*(P(Qp)) > 
> £ + >?. 
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Let the set {#,}, i = 1, 2, . . . be dense in R x X. Then 
P(HP) = \JP(Qpn((jB(gk,l))) 
h 
and there exists lx such that m*(P(Q1)) > f + ^ , where Qx = fip n (U B(gk, 1)). 
*=i 
• f + i _ 
By induction we find \l9 /3 , . . . so that Qi+1 = Qt n ( (J B(afc, 2
- i)) and 
fc=i 
(2.6) m*(P(Qi+1)) > Z + 2-^r,. 
00 
Put Q = fl 6i- Obviously Q a Qx c Op c Hr c G and the sets Q, are closed. 
i = i 
By Lemma 2.3 the set Q is compact, non-empty and satisfies (2.1); moreover, Q c G. 
It follows from (2.6) that m*(P(Q)) £ C- Since P(Q) is compact by Lemma 2.2 (i), 
we conclude 
m(P(Q)) = C. 
By Lemma 2.2 (ii) there exists # : P(Q) -» X measurable and such that (t, $(t)) e Q 
for t e P(6), i.e. 
F1(t9^(t))-F2(t9^(t)) + 0. 
Now we shall find a measurable function t : P(g) ~> Rn satisfying 
(2.7) »(t)eFt(t, tf(0) n[(){zeR»\ («., z) £ </,fp(., *(*))}] 
1=1 
for t G P(Q). In virtue of (2.4) and the inclusion Qp z> Q, the set on the right-hand 
side of (2.7) is a non-empty set for t e P(Q). Evidently (2.7) implies (2.3). 
Let j be a positive integer. Find a closed set Cj c P(Q) with 
m(Cj)>m(P(Q)) ( 1 - 2 - ; ) , 
such that the function #|Ci is continuous and the function Fx\GniCjXRn) is upper semi-
continuous. The composed function Ft(t9 fi(t)) is upper semicontinuous on Cj. The 
continuity of the functions \l/ip9 i = 1, 2, . . . implies that the set 
ffj-{('.30|*eC,, y e F ^ t ^ O J n 
n [ U { z 6 ^ | ( W j , z ) ^ ^ p ( f , ^ r ) ) } ] } 
i = l 
is compact. Consequently, by Lemma 2.2 (ii) there exists a measurable function 
Vj'.Cj-* R" such that (t9 Vj(t)) e Hj for t e C,. 
The function 0 defined by 0(f) = vt(t) for feC l 5 0(f) = Vj(t) for ; = 2, 3, . . . , t e 
6 Cj — U Cj is measurable, defined a.e. in P(Q) and satisfies (2.7). This completes 
i « l 
the proof of Proposition 2.5. 
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2.6. Proof of Theorem 2.4. According to Proposition 2.5, to every a > 0 there is 
a compact set Qe c G such that m*(D) - m(P(Qe)) < a; hence D is measurable. 
Further, consider compact sets Q2-j and find functions tj9 fy from Proposition 2.5 
satisfying (2.3) for teP(Q2-j). Similarly as above, put v(t) = 0x(t), w(t) = wt(t) 
1~i 
for teQ2-t9 v(t) = fl/f), w(f) = w/f) for; = 2, 3, . . . , f e Q2-, - (J 62-,. Then the 
*=i 
functions v, w are defined a.e. in P(Q) and satisfy the assertion of Theorem 2.4. 
2.7. Note. Let the metric space X be complete separable and let G c R x X be 
of type Fa. Let £, e «9^*(G -> jf?), i = 1, 2 fulfil the conditions (0.8), (0.12) with P( 
instead of P. Put 
Q, = {(t, x) e G J P,(t, x) - £2(f, x) 4= 0} , 
Q2 = {(*, x) e G J £2(f, x) - P,(t, x) * 0} . 
By Theorem 2.4 the sets Dt = P(Qt) are measurable and there exist measurable 
functions vt: Dt -> U", wf: Df -> K, i = 1, 2 such that 
(2.8) v1(t)eP1(t9w1(t))^P2(t9w1(t)) a.e. in ^ , 
v2(f) e ^2(r, w2(f)) - i^(f, w2(f)) a.e. in D2 . 
By (2.8) and (0.8) vx(t) e F(t9 wx(t)) a.e. in Dt and by (0.12) vt(t) e P2(t, wt(t)) a.e. 
in Dt. Consequently m(Dt) = 0 and similarly m(D2) = 0. The assertion from 0.3 
holds with A = JR - (Dt u D2). 
3.1. Theorem. Let F e 9>®*(G -* Jf £) where G c jR x X9 X being a metric 
space. To every (?, x)e G let there exist a non-degenerate interval I and a function 
w :I -* X such that 
(3.1) lim w(t) = x , 
t->i 
(3.2) F(t9 w(t)) 4= 0 a.e. in I. 
Lef £ be fhe set of all teR such that there exists xeX with F(t,x) = 0. 
Then m(E) = 0. 
Proof. Let us assume that m*(E) > 0. Let A c R be a measurable set such that 
m(jR - .A) < m*(£) and the function F\Gn{AxX) is upper semicontinuous. Then 
m*(A n E) > 0. Let £ be the set of t e A which are points of metrical density of the 
set A. Then m(A - B) = 0, hence m*(B n E) > 0. 
Let us choose IsB n E and find x so that F(l, x) = 0. Let w : I -> K be the func-
tion from the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. 
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Since F\GniAxXy is upper semicontinuous, there exists an open set U c G so that 
(?, x) e U and F(t, x) = 0 for (t9 x)eU n(A x X). By (3.1) there exists 5 > 0 such 
that F(f, w(*)) = 0 provided tel n A, \t — ?| < 5. However, since I is a point of 
metrical density of the set A, (3.2) cannot hold. 
4. 
Notation. Let A be a set of real numbers and r a real number. The sets A + r, rAL 
are defined by AL -f r = {a + r | a e A} and rAl = {ra | a e ^4}. Denote by x(a) 
the cardinal number corresponding to an ordinal type a. Let x be the cardinal number 
of continuum and co the first ordinal type fulfilling x(co) = x. If A is a set then x(A) 
is the cardinal number of A. 
First we shall formulate without proofs four well-known results. 
4.1. Lemma. Let F be the system of all closed subsets of [0,1]. Then x(F) = x. 
4.2. Lemma. Let A be an uncountable closed subset of [0, 1]. Then x(A) = x. 
4.3. Lemma. The set of ordinal types {/? | 0 <£ /? < a} is of the ordinal type a. 
4.4. Lemma. If a is an infinite cardinal number, then 2a = a2 = a. 
Since x({oc \ 0 <£ a < a>}) = x(cw) = K (cf. Lemma 4.3), there exists a one-to-one 
mapping a -* ra of {a | 0 g a < co} onto the interval [0,1], 
4.5. Lemma. JfZ is a set, Z c [0,1], x(Z) = x, /hew there exists a real function g 
defined on {a | 0 ^ a < co} swcft f/ia* #(a) 6 Z for every a, # is one-to-one and the 
mapping a -+ g(a) -h ra *s one-to-one. 
Proof. Let g be a function defined on a set {a | 0 ^ a < <5}, <5 ;g a) which fulfils 
g(a) e Z and 
(4.1) 0(*)*g(pj and #(a) + ra * tf(jJ) + rfi 
for all a, /? from its definition domain, a 4= /?. Let <2 be the set of all such functions g. 
Denote by ^ a partial ordering on Q defined by g{1) ^ g{2) if the domain of defini-
tion D(1) of #(1) is contained in the domain of definition _D(2) of gi2) and #(1), #(2) 
coincide on D(1). Let now A 4= 0 be a set of indices, # ( A )eg for keA and 
let {0(A)|;ie/l} be a linearly ordered subset of Q. Denote by D(A) = {a |0 <; 
^ a < <5(A)} the corresponding domains of definition. Put 5 = sup <5(A), D = 
XeA 
= {«| 0 S « < <5}> i.e. # = U -9(A). For every a e D there exists X e A such that 
XeA 
a e #<A). Put g(a) = £(A)(a). Obviously geQ and g(A) ^g for XeA. This implies 
(by the Zorn lemma) that Q has a maximal element g with a domain of definition 
D = {a | 0 S a < 5}. 
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Assume S < co. Denote V = {§((*) | 0 S « < S} u {g(a) + ra - rd \ 0 £ a < S}. 
Evidently x(V) = x(5) + x(S) V: K(CO) = * (see Lemma 4.4 and the definition of co). 
Thus Z - V* 0 and there exists zeZ - K Define £(a) = #(a) for 0 = a < S 
and #(<5) = z. 
Obviously § e Q with the domain of definition D = {a | 0 ^ a < 5 + 1} and, 
moreover, £ 4= # and g ^ #. This contradicts the fact that £ is maximal. We conclude 
S = co and Lemma 4.5 is proved. 
Denote by F the family of all closed subsets A of [0, 1] fulfilling m(A) > 0. It can 
be deduced from Lemma 4.1 that x(F) = x and since x({(x | 0 ^ a < co}) = x there 
exists a one-to-one mapping a -> Fa defined on {a | 0 g a < co} which maps 
{a | 0 ^ a < co} onto F. 
4.6. Lemma. Lef C = {(a, /?) | 0 ^ /? ^ a < co}. TTiere exists a real function f 
defined on C such that 
(4.2) /(a,jS)GFa /or 0 = jS = a , 
(4.3) / (a , /?)*/(a' , /? ' ) /or (a, /?) * (a', /?') , 
(4.4) /(a, /?) + r, * /(a', /?') + r,. /or (a, /?) * (a', /?') . 
Proof. Denote C w -= {(a, 0) | 0 ^ J? g a < 5} for all S ^ co and let G be the 
set of all real functions defined on sets C(*} fulfilling (4.2) to (4.4). As in the proof 
of Lemma 4.5 we introduce a partial ordering on G. We write / ( 1 ) = i /
( 2 ) if the 
corresponding domains of definition satisfy Ct c C2 and/
( 1 ) = / ( 2 ) on Cx. 
The existence of a maximal element of G can be proved analogously as in the 
proof of Lemma 4.5. Denote the maximal element by /and the corresponding domain 
of definition by C = {(a, p) \ 0 = P g a < S}. 
Assume S < co. Put Wx = {/(a, 0) | 0 = 0 = a} for a < 5. Obviously x(Wa) = 
= x({P | 0 = P g a}) = x(a) + 1 = K(S). Denote PV= U ^« = {/(a, P) \ 0 = J? = 
^ a < J}. Since x({a | 0 <j a < S}) = K(5) we obtain x(W) g >c2(5) = x(<5) (see 
Lemma 4.4; notice that x(S) cannot be finite). Let W' = {/(a, /?) + rfi — ry | 0 g 
?g /? <; a < 5, O ^ y ^ S } . Analogously as for JVwe can estimate 
*(JV') = x({(a, j?) | 0 = P = a < 5} x {y | 0 g y ^ 5}) = 
= X 2 (5 )K(3 ) = X ( S ) . 
Denote 
(4.5) Z = Ft- W- W'. 
Using the above estimates for x(W) and x(W'), we obtain due to Lemma 4.2 
x(Z) = x. . . 
Let # be a function from Lemma 4.5. Denote /(a, /?) = /(a, /J) for 0 = /? = 
= a < 5,/(5, j8) = (̂J8) for 0 ^ J8 = 5. The function/is defined on C = {(a, # | 0 = 
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£ P = a < d + 1}, / (a , 0) e Fa and / fulfils (4.3) and (4.4) due to (4.1) and (4.5). 
Evidently fe G, f ^f and / + / . This contradiction ilnplies 5 = co and Lemma 4.6 
is proved. 
Given M cz [0, 1], then m*(M), m*(M) stand respectively for the outer and the 
inner Lebesgue measure of M. 
4.7. Lemma. To every ordinal type a, 0 g a < co f/iere exists a set Ma and a real 
number ra such that Ma cz [0, l ] , ra e [0, 1], m*(Ma) = 1, m*(Ma) = 0, (ra | 0 = 
£ a < co} = [0, 1] and ManMp = 0, (Ma + ra) n (Af, + rfi) = 0 /o r a * p. 
Proof. Let a -» ra be the mapping defined above. Since this mapping is 
onto [0, 1] we have {ra | 0 = a < co} = [0, 1]. Put M, = {/(a, jS) | p z% a < co} 
where / is the function from Lemma 4.6. Obviously Mfi cz [0,1] and the last two 
disjointness properties follow from (4.3) and (4.4), respectively. 
We shall prove m*(Mfi) = 1. Let P be a given ordinal type, P < co, and assume 
m*(Mp) < 1. Then there exists an open set U, Mp cz U, m(U) < 1. Denote F
( + ) = 
= [0, 1] - U. Obviously m(F(+)) > 0. Put F(A) = F(+) n [0, X] and m(X) = 
= m(F(A)). Then m(X) is a continuous function, m(0) = 0, m(l) > 0. Let 0 < £ ^ 
g m(l). Define A(£) = min {A | m(A) = £}. Evidently A(^)eF ( + ) for every £e 
6(0,m(l)]andA(^) * A(£2)for£x * ^ .Denote A = {A(c;) | £e (0 , m(l)]}. Evidently 
x(A) = a: and x({y | 0 g y < p}) = x(/?) < K(CO) = x. Hence there exists a couple 
JU, 5 such that /x e A, 8 is an ordinal type, P = d < co and F°° = Fd. Thus the set F
00 
contains the point f(8, p) and consequently F°° n M | , + l , i.e. F(+) n M^ + 0 . 
We conclude Mfi £ 17. This contradiction proves m*(Mp) = 1. Since M^ are dis-
joint we obtain 
m«(Mfi) = 1 - m*([0, 1] - Mfi) = 1 - m*(Mff) = 0 , tx + £ . 
Since the mapping p -+ rfi is one-to-one and onto [0,1] there exists to every r, 
0 <£ r <; 1 an ordinal type P < co such that r = rfi. Put M r = M^. Using this new 
notation, Lemma 4.7 can be reformulated. 
4.8. Lemma. To every r, 0 :g r = 1 there exists a set M r swcft that Mr cz [0, 1], 
m*(Mr) = 1, m„.(Mr) = 0, M r n M, = 0, (Mr + r) n (Mg + g) = 0 for r * g. 
4.9. Theorem. There exists a set S in [0, 1] x R such that 
(4.6) {x | (t, x) 6 S} contains at most one point for every t, 
(4.7) {t | (t, x) e S} contains at most one point for every x , 
(4.8) m*{t | (t, t + x) e S} = 1 , m*{t | (t, t + x) e S} = 0 /or ei;ery x , 
O g x ^ 1 . 
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Proof. Denote Sx = {(t, t + x) | t e Mx} for a given x and 
S = U Sx -- U {(*, t + *) I t 6 Mx} . 
Since (t, x) e S if and only if t e Mx_( and Mr, 0 ^ r :g 1 are disjoint sets, it is evident 
that to a given t there is at most one x such that (t, x) e S. 
Denote by P : R2 -*• JR the projection P(f, x) = x. Since P(SX) = Mx + x and the 
sets Mf + r are disjoint, we conclude again that to a given x there is at most one t 
such that (t, x) e S. 
Finally, {t\(t, t + x)e S} = {t\te Mx} for a given x, 0 = x <£ 1. Hence 
m*{r | (f, t + x) e S} = m*(MJC) = 1 and m*{t \ (t, t + x) e S} = m*(Mx) = 0. 
Let F(r, x) be defined by 
F(r,x) = {0} for (t,x)$S, 
F(t, x) = [0, 1] for (t, x) e S . 
Then (4.6) to (4.8) imply (0.13) to (0.15). 
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